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DCN OpenShift overview
OpenShift is an open source Platform as a Service (PaaS). OpenShift is a layered system designed to expose
underlying Docker and Kubernetes concepts as accurately as possible. This aids developers with application
composition. For example, it supports developer workflows such as installing Ruby, push code, and adding
MySQL. The latest version of OpenShift (v3) uses Atomic host, Docker, and Kubernetes as the foundation.

HPE DCN integrates with the OpenShift Platform to provide networking and security policies for OpenShift
Pods. The DCN integration leverages the Kubernetes network plugin framework. Some of the advantages of
using HPE DCN for OpenShift networking are as follows:

• Pods get their own IP addresses and network namespace.
• Networking integration with the OpenShift deployment workflows.
• Multitenancy from HPE DCN.
• Isolation between OpenShift projects.
• Ability to create more granular security policies within an OpenShift project.
• Policy-based communication between OpenShift projects.
• Policy-based connectivity between Pods, VMs, and bare metal servers.
• Highly scalable network control plane that can respond to rapid provisioning/de-provisioning of Pods.

Requirements
For OpenShift to function, the following are required:

• DCN Release 5.0.1 or later release
• OpenShift version: 3.5.5
• Docker version: 1.12.6
• Ansible version: 2.3.0.0-3
• nuage-openshift-monitor
• nuage-openshift plugin

HPE Licenses
HPE networks products require software licenses which can be purchased by contacting your supplier.
Detailed information about licenses is available in the HPE DCN User Guide in the DCN Licenses section.

OpenShift infrastructure components
OpenShift uses Kubernetes to manage containerized applications across a set of containers or hosts to
provide deployment, maintenance, and application scaling. It employs Docker to package, instantiate, and run
containerized applications. At a high level, an Openshift cluster consists of a master and a set of nodes. The
master runs services such as API Server, ectd, controller manager server. The API server is responsible for
validation and configuration of pods, services, replication controllers and so on. It also assigns pods (one or
more containers deployed together on one host) to individual nodes and synchronizes pod endpoint
information with service configuration. OpenShift uses etcd as a distributed key value store which keeps a
persistent master state while other components watch the etcd for configuration changes and apply these
changes to bring themselves to the desired state. The controller manager server is responsible for monitoring
the etcd for changes to replication controller objects and then uses the API to enforce the state.

The following figure describes the architecture overview of OpenShift by Red Hat.
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Figure 1: Red Hat OpenShift architecture overview

Users
Interaction with OpenShift is associated with a user. An OpenShift user object represents a user who may be
granted permissions in the system by adding roles to them or to their groups. There are several types of
users:

• Regular users
• System users
• Service account users

Project and namespace
A project in OpenShift maps to a namespace in Kubernetes with additional annotations. A Kubernetes
namespace provides mechanism to scope resources in a cluster. Most objects in OpenShift are scoped by a
namespace, but some, such as nodes and users have no namespace. Each project scopes its own sets of
objects, policies, constraints, and so on.

Default project
In OpenShift, there are a few special projects created when the cluster is set up. One such special project is
the “default” project. The system administrator uses this project to host docker registry service and router
service for all PaaS users. All services deployed in the default project must have reachability to and from pods
in all other projects.

Nodes
OpenShift nodes can be deployed on any entity such as a VM, a bare metal server, or a container-optimized
host such as Atomic. The nodes provide compute resources where pods can be deployed.

Pods
OpenShift leverages the Kubernetes concept of a pod, which is one or more containers deployed together on
one host. A pod is the smallest compute unit that can be defined, deployed, and managed. Each pod is
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allocated its own internal IP address, therefore a pod owns its entire port space. Moreover, containers within
pods can share their local storage and networking.

Pods have a life cycle:

• Define the cycle.
• Assign to a run mode.
• Run until the containers exit or they are removed for another reason.

Pods policy and exit code may be set as follows:

• Removed after editing.
• Retained to enable access to the container logs.

Kubernetes does not prescribe how to do interpod networking. The implementation of the network and its
orchestration is left to the PaaS users. HPE DCN can also be used.

Services
A Kubernetes service serves as an internal load balancer. It identifies a set of replicated pods to proxy the
connections it receives to them. Backing pods can be added to or removed from a service arbitrarily while the
service remains consistently available. Enabling anything that depends on the service to refer to it at a
consistent internal address. Services are assigned an IP address and port pair that, when accessed, proxy to
an appropriate backing pod. A service uses a label selector to find all the containers running that provide a
certain service on a certain port. Like pods, services are REST objects.

Routes and router
An OpenShift route is a way to expose a Service by giving it an externally reachable name like 
www.openshiftservice.com. An OpenShift Router is the ingress point for all external traffic destined to the
Services in a cluster. An OpenShift Router is nothing but an Edge Load Balancer. The Routes and service
endpoints are used by a Router to provide named external connectivity to Services. In this case, the service-
provided (proxy-based) load balancing is skipped and the Router does the load balancing directly to the
service endpoints. OpenShift provides Router Plug-ins to make it easy to deploy HAProxy and F5 load
balancers as OpenShift Routers.

Applications
An application as an object no longer exists in OpenShift v3. Instead, applications are thought of as a flexible
composition of services. Flexible composition of services allows frontends to talk to the database or expose a
database service directly to the edge of the network.

Services 7
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DCN OpenShift integration
DCN integrates with the OpenShift Platform as a Service (PaaS) to provide networking and security policies
for OpenShift Pods. DCN integration provides an overlay networking solution driven by the HPE DCN
platform.

The following figure shows various components involved in integrating HPE DCN with OpenShift. There are
two specific components responsible for the integration.

1. The nuage-openshift-monitor which runs as a separate service on the OpenShift master node.
2. The nuage-openshift plugin which is invoked by the OpenShift runtime on each of the nodes of the cluster.

HPE DCN software also runs on the hypervisor of each node and gets policy configuration from the controller
as it does the standard DCN model.

Figure 2: OpenShift integration with DCN

Mapping constructs
The OpenShift concepts described in the Overview section have a direct mapping to the DCN constructs.
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Figure 3: DCN objects and OpenShift concepts

In particular, as explained in the figure above, DCN Objects and OpenShift Concepts, a cluster in OpenShift,
logically maps to a domain in DCN. If a particular Enterprise has multiple OpenShift clusters for the
developers, testers, and so on, each cluster translates to a separate domain on the DCN. Similarly, an
OpenShift Project in a given cluster maps to a zone in DCN. With the HPE DCN integration, a subnet for a
particular project can span multiple nodes in OpenShift. The ability to span multiple nodes is one of the main
differences from existing overlay implementations which bind a subnet to a node.

A pod getting spawned in OpenShift translates to a virtual port getting created in DCN. The nuage-cni-
openshift plugin interacts with the VRS and gets policy for that virtual port from the HPE VSD from the HPE
VSC. Policy groups are supported to group multiple pods together that must have the same set of policies
applied to them. Currently, pods can only be assigned to policy groups using the operations workflow where
the administrative user in HPE VSD creates a policy group. The pod being a part of the policy group is
specified by means of nuage.io/policy-group label in the specification of the pod.

Overview of OpenShift workflow
Integrating DCN with the OpenShift PaaS application workflow allows business applications to be tuned up.
The tune-up removes the network lag faced by DevOps teams. DCN supports different workflows with
OpenShift to accommodate scenarios where users can choose ease-of-use or complete control using policy-
based automation.

Developer workflow
This workflow is used in developer environments. It is called a Developer Workflow because there is very little
input required from the developer and in setting up the networking.

In this workflow, nuage-openshift-monitor is responsible for creating the DCN constructs (Zone, Subnets, etc.)
needed to provide appropriate policies and networking for pods created in an OpenShift project. When a
project gets created, a default zone and default subnet for that Project gets created by nuage-openshift-
monitor.

NOTE: A separate DCN Zone is created for each OpenShift project ensuring isolation amongst the
projects.

Overview of OpenShift workflow 9



Operations workflow
This workflow is used by operations teams doing production roll-outs of their applications.

In this workflow, the network and security policies are first configured on the HPE VSD in accordance with the
rules set by the organization to deploy applications. Administrative users can potentially create multiple zones
and subnets and map them to the same project using labels. While spinning up the pods, the user can use
the HPE OpenShift Labels to specify what network a pod needs to attach to and what network policies need
to be applied to it.

This allows for sophisticated deployments where inter- and intra-project traffic can be controlled in a fine-
grained manner. For example, inter-project communication is enabled on a project by project basis. This may
be used to connect projects to common services that are deployed in a shared project.

Communication between OpenShift pods and VMs
For connectivity between Pods in a Project and non-OpenShift and OpenStack VMs, see Pod to VM
communication with an HPE DCN domain section of this document.

Integration components
HPE DCN integrates with OpenShift using two main components:

1. nuage-openshift-monitor
2. nuage-cni-openshift plugin

nuage-openshift-monitor
The nuage-openshift-monitor is a service that monitors the OpenShift API server for creation of projects,
services, users, user groups, and so on.

NOTE:

On a Highly Available (HA) OpenShift cluster with multiple masters, the nuage-openshift-monitor
process runs on all the masters independently without any change in functionality.

For the developer workflow, the nuage-openshift-monitor also auto-creates HPE VSD objects by exercising
the HPE VSD REST API to map OpenShift constructs to DCN constructs. Each cluster instance maps to a
single domain in HPE VSP. Potentially, these maps allow a given Enterprise to have multiple cluster
installations - one per domain instance for that Enterprise in HPE DCN. Each OpenShift project is mapped to
a zone in the domain of the cluster on the HPE VSP. For a more detailed description about mapping
OpenShift constructs to HPE VSP, see the OpenShift Installation chapter.

Whenever the nuage-openshift-monitor sees an addition/deletion of the project, it:

• Instantiates a zone using the VSDK APIs corresponding to that project, and
• Allocates a block of subnet for that zone.

The size of the subnet for that zone can be altered using label subnet-size=subnet_size. However, if the user
has already created services (and thus, pods) in it, the subnet size can no more be altered. Additionally, the
nuage-openshift-monitor also creates a network macro group for this project.

Whenever the nuage-openshift-monitor sees an addition/deletion of a service, it:

• Creates a network macro corresponding to the service IP, and
• Assigns that network macro to the network macro group for that project to enable communication to that

service.

NOTE:

User provided network macro groups using labels is also supported.
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For the developer workflow, all pods that get created within the zone get IP addresses from that subnet pool.
The Subnet pool allocation and management is done by the nuage-openshift-monitor based on a couple of
plugin-specific parameters in the master-config file. However, the actual IP address resolution and vport policy
resolution is still done by VSD based on the domain/zone that gets instantiated when the project is created.
The administrator is responsible for setting the hostSubnetLength parameter in the OpenShift network
configuration section to be large enough to accommodate all the pods in the project.

For the operations workflow, the users specify HPE DCN recognized labels on their application/pod
specification to resolve the pods into specific user-defined zones/subnets. This approach, however, cannot be
used to resolve pods in the zones/subnets created by the developer workflow by nuage-openshift-monitor.

NOTE:

In the administrative workflow, the administrator is responsible for precreating the HPE VSD constructs
to map the pods into a specific zone/subnet. The administrator also allows communication between
OpenShift entities (ACL rules, policy groups, network macros, and network macro groups). Detailed
description of how to use HPE DNS labels is provided in Detailed OpenShift Workflows. In either
workflow, the Enterprise and user on the VSD need to be created by the administrator as explained in
the install section.

nuage-cni-openshift plugin
The nuage-cni-openshift plugin implements the Container Network Interface(CNI) specification and is called
by the OpenShift runtime on each OpenShift node. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin is also responsible for
allocating the IP address for the pods. In particular, it communicates with the VRS (the forwarding engine) and
configures the IP information onto the pod. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin also incorporates a monitoring
daemon to perform cleanup and audits.

When a pod is created, the following steps take place:

1. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin communicates with the API server and gets the pod metadata.
2. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin communicates with the nuage-openshift-monitor and gets or validates the

subnet/zone information from the nuage-openshift-monitor.
3. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin sends the pod information in an event XML to the VRS. The VRS sends

this event XML to the HPE VSC and onward to the HPE VSD. The HPE VSD resolves the pod based on
the XML data and sends the policy information back to the VRS through the HPE VSC. The VRS
configures appropriate OpenFlow rules corresponding to the policy resolution. Once the VRS receives the
policy information, the nuage-cni-openshift network exec plugin configures the IP address onto the pod’s
interface.

When a pod is deleted, the following steps take place:

1. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin communicates with the API server and gets the pod metadata.
2. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin communicates with the nuage-openshift-monitor and indicates to the

nuage-openshift-monitor that the pod is going away. This communication allows the nuage-openshift-
monitor to manage the available subnet pool for the developer workflow.

3. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin sends an undefine event XML corresponding to the pod getting delete to
the VRS. Once the VRS receives this information, it sends the undefined event to the HPE VSC. The
event is then sent on to HPE VSD which removes the virtual port and all policy associated with the port.

The monitoring (audit) daemon runs on all the OpenShift agent nodes as a nuage-cni systemd service. The
monitoring daemon queries the API server periodically to obtain running and functional pods and compares
them against VRS OVS-DB entries to perform cleanup and audits.
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NOTE:

There is a parameter file associated with the CNI plugin (nuage-cni.yaml) which is present under /etc/
default folder after the plugin installation. The file has the following configurable parameters:

vrsendpoint: "/var/run/openvswitch/db.sock"
vrsbridge: " Dcnbr0"
monitorinterval: 60 # Monitoring interval (in seconds) for the nuage-cni audit daemon

cniversion: 0.2.0
loglevel: "info" # Log level for CNI and audit daemon logs (info,debug,warning)

portresolvetimer: 60 # Time interval (in seconds) to wait for Nuage port resolution to occur

logfilesize: 1 # File size in MB after which log rotation occurs

vrsconnectionchecktimer: 180 # Timer (in seconds) to verify OVSDB connection periodically for
Audit

mtu: 1450 # MTU to be set on veth ports for containers

staleentrytimeout: 600 # Timeout (in seconds) after which stale VRS entries get cleared by the
nuage-cni audit daemon
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Detailed OpenShift workflows
There are two supported workflows:

• Developer workflow
• Operations workflow

Developer workflow
This workflow is used in developer environments. It is called a Developer Workflow because there is little
input required from the developer and helps setting up networking easily.

Figure 4: Developer workflow

Developer workflow steps

NOTE:

This workflow may not initially involve setting up any security policies with the Project.

Procedure

1. When a Project is created, the nuage-openshift-monitor running on the OpenShift master automatically
creates the corresponding zone on the HPE VSD.

2. As Kubernetes accesses the pods, the nuage-cni-openshift plugin gets invoked on the OpenShift node.
3. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin running on the OpenShift node reads the metadata (Project).
4. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin queries the nuage-openshift-monitor to get the subnet name to use

corresponding to the zone where the pod is coming up.
5. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin passes the metadata information to the local VRS.
6. The local VRS contacts HPE VSD using the HPE VSC connection to resolve the IP address and policies.

If interproject communication is required in this workflow, the administrator must set up the required
policies for allowing the communication. It is advised not to manually delete auto-created constructs
(subnet, zone, domain, and so on).
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Operations workflow
This workflow is used by operations teams doing production roll outs of their applications.

Figure 5: Operations workflow

Operations workflow steps

Procedure

1. Using the HPE VSD, you create a network topology and security policies first for the Project (including any
interproject policies).

2. The configuration for the Pods includes the necessary policy information in the form of HPE DCN-
recognized labels.

3. As OpenShift brings up the pods, the nuage-cni-openshift plugin gets invoked on the OpenShift node.
4. If the subnet name and the zone name are specified in the pod specification by the user, the nuage-cni-

openshift plugin queries the nuage-openshift-monitor to validate that the pod is indeed allowed to come up
in the desired zone and subnet.

5. The nuage-cni-openshift plugin passes the metadata information to the local VRS.
6. The local VRS contacts HPE VSD using the HPE VSC connection to resolve the IP address and policies.

NOTE:

For connectivity between pods in a project, non-OpenShift, and OpenStack VMs, see Pod to VM
Communication with the HPE DCN section of this document.

Supported label metadata
Table 1: Supported HPE DCN labels for application and services definition

Label name Usage

nuage.io/subnet: "nuage.io/subnet":"subnet_name"

nuage.io/zone: "nuage.io/zone":"zone_name"

Table Continued
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Label name Usage

nuage.io/subnet-size: "nuage.io/subnet-size": "subnet_size"

nuage.io.user: "nuage.io/user":"user_name"

nuage.io/policy-group "nuage.io/policy-group":"pg_name"

nuage.io/private-service: "nuage.io/private-service":true/false

NOTE:

The nuage.io/private-service label creates a service that is
not reachable.

nuage.io/network-macro-group.id: "nuage.io/network-macro-
group.id":"macrogroupuuid"

NOTE:

The nuage.io/network-macro-group.id label adds a service
to a network macro group other than the default project in
which the service comes up. Useful for custom ACL rules
for interproject service communication.

nuage.io/network-macro-group.name: "nuage.io/network-macro-
group.name":"macrogroupname"

NOTE:

The nuage.io/network-macro-group label adds a service to
a network macro group other than the default project in
which the service comes up. Useful for custom ACL rules
for interproject service communication. The name must be
fewer than 63 characters and not have any spaces.
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OpenShift installation
• Supported platforms
• Ansible installation
• Manual installation

Supported platforms
The DCN integration with OpenShift works for both virtual machines (VMs) and bare metal installations of
OpenShift.

NOTE:

For information on other supported platforms and distributions, see the HPE DCN Release Notes.

Installation can be done using either of the two methods:

• Ansible
• Manual

Ansible installation
Install Ansible only once on a machine and it can manage the master and all the other remote nodes. Ansible
manages nodes using the SSH protocol. SSH must be set up for the master and nodes to be accessible from
the host running the Ansible scripts.

NOTE:

SSH Protocol does not require a password.

Pre-installation steps in HPE VSD

Procedure

1. Login to HPE VSD UI as csproot and create an "openshift" Enterprise.

2. Under the "openshift" Enterprise, create a user "ose-admin" and add the user to the "Administrators"
group.

NOTE: The steps to create the user and adding the user to a particular group can be found in the
"CSP User Management" section in the "DCN User Guide."

3. Login to the HPE VSD node using the CLI and execute the following command:

 
 -f <format>         Certificate Format [pem|jks|p12]
 -t <type>           Certificate Type [client|server|vsc|vrs]
 -s <scpUrl>         The remote scp url. 
                                                                              
      (eg. root@myhost://home/certs/)

.. Note:: The above command generates the client certificates for 
the "ose-admin" user and copies it to the /usr/local/ or any 
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specified directory of the ose node where ansible is run. This 
certificate information is used by the nuage-openshift-monitor to 
securely communicate with the VSD

4. Copy the CNI loopback plugin provided with the nuage-cni-openshift plugin to any specific directory on the
ose node where ansible is run.

To be specified in the nodes file in later section:
k8s_cni_loopback_plugin=/tmp/loopback

NOTE:

CNI loopback plugin is available as part of the HPE OpenShift CNI plugin package.

Using git
Have git installed on your Ansible machine. Perform the following tasks:

Procedure

1. Access git.
2. Setup SSH and access the master and the minion nodes, using the SSH command.

NOTE:

You do not need a password to use SSH.

3. Clone the Ansible git repository, by entering the git clone command as shown in the example.

git clone https://github.com/openshift/openshift-ansible.git
4. Checkout tag openshift-ansible-3.6.39-1, by entering the git checkout command as shown in the

example below.

git checkout tags/openshift-ansible-3.6.39-1

NOTE:

Because HPE Integration with OpenShift is qualified against a stable openshift-ansible-3.6.39-1 tag,
we are using this tag for ansible installation and patch HPE specific ansible configuration using ose-
nuage-ansible-patch.diff file (as shown in the next step)

5. Patch HPE OpenShift ansible configuration, by entering the git apply command as shown in the
example below.

git apply ose-nuage-ansible-patch.diff

NOTE:

HPE Ansible configuration patch ose-nuage-ansible-patch.diff is available as part of the HPE
Openshift CNI plugin package.

Setup

Procedure

1. Enable the rpm repo option on each of the OpenShift nodes.

subscription-manager repos -– enable=”rhel-7–server-optional-rpms”
2. Remove the Defaults requiretty from /etc/subdoers on the nodes (including master). This removal is

required for accelerated installation mode.
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Including the ansible.cfg file

Procedure

1. Add a file ansible.cfg in openshift-ansible directory with the following contents:

[defaults]
# Add the roles directory to the roles path
roles_path = roles/

# Set the log_path
log+path = ~/ansible_logs/ansible.log

[ssh_connection]
pipelining = True

2. Make sure the directory specified for the log_path exists.

Installing a single master
Create a nodes file for Ansible configuration for a single master in the /$DIR/openshift-ansible directory with
the contents.

# Create an OSEv3 group that contains the master and nodes groups
[OSEv3:children]
masters
nodes
etcd

# Set variables common for all OSEv3 hosts
[OSEv3:vars}
# SSH user, this user should allow ssh based auth without requiring a password
ansible_ssh_user=root

# If ansible_ssh user is not root, ansible_sudo must be set to true
#ansible_sudo=true

deploument_type=openshift-enterprise

# Nuage specific parameters
openshift_use_openshift_sdn=False
openshift_use_nuage=True
os_sdn_network_plugin_name=’cni’
openshift_node_proxy_mode=’userspace’

vsd_api_url=https://192.168.103.200:8443
vsp_version=v4_0
enterprise=nuage
domain=openshift

vsc_active_ip=192.168.103.201
vsc_standby_ip=192.168.202
uplink_interface=eth0

nuage_openshift_rpm=http://172.22.61.12/openshift/RPMS/x86_64/nuage-openshift-
monitor-4.0.X.1830.el7.centos.x86_64.rpm
vrs_rpm=http://172.22.61.12/openshift/RPMS/x86_64/nuage-openvswitch-4.0.X.
225.el7.x86_64.rpm
plugin_rpm=http://172.22.61.12/openshift/RPMS/x86_64/nuage-cni-
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openshift-4.0.X1830.el7.centos-x86_64.rpm

k8s_cni_loopback_plugin=/tmp/loopback
# VSD user in the admin group
vsduser=k8s-admin
# Complete local host path to the VSD user certificate file
vsd_user_cert_file=/usr/local/k8s-admin.pem
# Complete local host path to the VSD user key file
vsd_user_key_file=/usr/local/k8s-admin-Key.pem

# Set 'make-iptables-util-chains' flag as 'false' while starting kubelet
# NOTE: This is a mandatory parameter and Nuage Integration does not work if 
not set
openshift_node_kubelet_args={'max-pods': ['110'], 'image-gc-high-threshold': 
['90'], 'image-gc-low-threshold': ['80'], 'make-iptables-util-chains': 
['false']}

# Required for Nuage Monitor REST server
openshift_master_cluster_hostname=master.nuageopenshift.com
nuage_openshift_monitor_rest_server_port=9443

# Optional
nuage_interface_mtu-1460
nuage_master_adminusername=admin
nuage_master_adminuserpasswd=admin
nuage_master_cspadminpasswd=admin
nuage_openshift_monitor_log_dir=/var/log/nuage-openshift-monitor

# host group for masters
[masters]
master.nuageopenshift.com

# etcd
[etcd]
etcd.nuageopenshift.com

# host group for nodes, includes region info
[nodes]
node1.nuageopenshift.com
node2.nuageopenshift.com
master.nuageopenshift.com

Installing the DCN components for the single master

Procedure

1. Run the following command to install the DCN components:

cd openshift-ansible
ansible-playbook —vvv —I nodes plalybooks/byo/config.yml

2. A successful installation displays the following output:

2016-02-11 22:01:49,891 p=16545 u=root | PLAY RECAP 
*********************************************************************
2016-02-11 22:01:49,892 p=16545 u=root | localhost :ok=20 changed=0 
unreachable=0 failed=0
2016-02-11 22:01:49,892 p=16545 u=root | master.nuageopenshift.com:ok=247 
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changed=22 unreachable=0 failed=0
2016-02-11 22:01:49,893 p=16545 u=root | node1.nuageopenshift.com :ok=111 
changed=21 unreachable=0 failed=0
2016-02-11 22:01:49,894 p=16545 u=root | node2.nuageopenshift.com :ok=111 
changed=21 unreachable=0 failed=0

3. Verify that the Master-Node connectivity is up and all nodes are running:

oc login —u system:admin
oc get nodes

Installing multiple masters
A High Availability (HA) environment can be configured with multiple masters and multiple nodes. There are
two supported configuration methods for HA–native HA configuration and configuration using Pacemaker.

HPE OpenShift only supports the native HA configuration method described in this section. The native HA
configuration can be combined with any load balancing solution, the default being HAProxy. In the inventory
file, there are two master hosts:

• Nodes - an etcd server
• Host - functions as the HAProxy to balance the master API on all master hosts

The HAProxy host is defined in the [lb] section of the inventory file enabling Ansible to automatically install
and configure HAProxy as the load balancing solution.

Create the nodes file for Ansible configuration for multiple masters in the /$DIR/openshift-ansible directory
with the contents.

# Create an OSEv3 group that contains the masters and nodes groups
[OSEv3.1:children]
masters
nodes
etcd
lb

# Set variables common for all OSEv3 hosts
[OSEv3.1:vars]
ansible_ssh_user=root

deployment_type=openshift-enterprise

# Nuage specific parameters
openshift_use_openshift_sdn=False
openshift_use_nuage=True
os_sdn_network_plugin_name=’cni’
openshift_node_proxy_mode=’userspace’

vsd_api_url=https://192.168.103.200:8443
vsp_version=v4_0
enterprise=nuage
domain=openshift

vsc_active_ip=192.168.103.201
vsc_standby_ip=192.168.103.202
uplink_interface=eth0

nuage_openshift_rpm=http://172.22.61.12/openshift/RPMS/x86_64/nuage-openshift-
monitor-4.0.X.1830.el7.centos.x86_64.rpm
vrs_rpm=http://172.22.61.12/openshift/RPMS/x86_64/nuage-openvswitch-4.0.X.
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225.el7.x86_64.rpm
plugin_rpm=http://172.22.61.12/openshift/RPMS/x86_64/nuage-cni-openshift-4.0.X.
1830.el7.centos.x86_64.rpm

k8s_cni_loopback_plugin=/tmp/loopback
# VSD user in the admin group
vsduser=k8s-admin
# Complete local host path to the VSD user certificate file
vsd_user_cert_file=/usr/local/k8s-admin.pem
# Complete local host path to the VSD user key file
vsd_user_key_file=/usr/local/k8s-admin-Key.pem

# Set 'make-iptables-util-chains' flag as 'false' while starting kubelet
# NOTE: This is a mandatory parameter and Nuage Integration does not work if 
not set
openshift_node_kubelet_args={'max-pods': ['110'], 'image-gc-high-threshold': 
['90'], 'image-gc-low-threshold': ['80'], 'make-iptables-util-chains': 
['false']}

# Required for Nuage Monitor REST server and HA
openshift_master_cluster_method=native
openshift_master_cluster_hostname=lb.nuageopenshift.com
openshift_master_cluster_public_hostname=lb.nuageopenshift.com

nuage_openshift_monitor_rest_server_port=9443

# Optional
nuage_interface_mtu=1460
nuage_master_adminusername-admin
nuage_master_adminuserpasswd=admin
nuage_master_cspadminpasswd=admin
nuage_openshift_monitor_log_dir=/var/log/nuage-openshift-monitor

# host group for masters
[masters]
master1.nuageopenshift.com
master2.nuageopenshift.om

# Specify load balancer host
[lb]
lb.nuageopenshift.com

[etcd]
etcd.nuageopenshift.com

# host group for nodes
[nodes]
node1.nuageopenshift.com
node2.nuageopenshift.com
node3.nuageopenshift.com
node4.nuageopenshift.com

Installing the DCN components for multiple masters

Procedure

1. To install the DCN components, run the following command:
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cd openshift-ansible
ansible-playbook -vvv -i nodes playbooks/byo/config.yml

A successful installation displays the following output:

2016-02-11 22:01:49,891 p=16545 u=root | PLAY RECAP 
*********************************************************************
2016-02-11 22:01:49,892 p=16545 u=root | localhost : ok=20 changed=0 
unreachable=0 failed=0
2016-02-11 22:01:49,892 p=16545 u=root | master-ovs1.novalocal : ok=247 
changed=22 unreachable=0 failed=0
2016-02-11 22:01:49,893 p=16545 u=root | node-1-ovs1.novalocal : ok=111 
changed=21 unreachable=0 failed=0
2016-02-11 22:01:49,894 p=16545 u=root | node-2-ovs2.novalocal : ok=111 
changed=21 unreachable=0 failed=0

2. Verify that the Master-Node connectivity is up and all nodes are running:

NOTE:

Both the masters must display all nodes connected.

oc login —u system:admin
oc get nodes

3. Ansible will configure the loadbalancer to balance the OpenShift Master’s 8443 port.

Manual installation
If the HPE DCN components are inserted into an OpenShift Enterprise cluster that has already been set up,
follow the steps in the Ansible installation section. Once completed, add the HPE DCN-specific parameter,
"nuage_docker_bridge", to the nodes file. Set the additional parameter to the bridge the docker daemon
currently runs with in the cluster. The parameter can be found by doing a "service docker status" as shown.
You can see from the example that the docker daemon is running with the bridge lbr0.

[root@node-1 ~]# service docker status
Redirecting to /hin/systemct1 statys docker.service
docker.service - Docker Application Container Engine
Loaded: loaded (/usr/lib/systemd/system/docker.service; enabled)
Drop-In: /usr/lib/systemd/system/docker.service.d \u2514\u2500docker-sdn-
ovs.conf
Drop-In: /usr/lib/systemd/system/docker.service.d \u2514\u2500docker-sdn-
ovs.conf
Active: active (running) since Fri 2016-08-26 13:29:11 PDT; 2h 57min ago
Docs: http://docs.docker.com
Main PID: 32462 (docker)
CGroup: /system.slice/docker.service \u2514\u250032462 /usr/bin/docker daemon --
selinux-enabled --insecure-registry=172.30.0.0/16 -b=lbr0 --mty=1450
The "nuage_docker_bridge" can be set as:

nuage_docker_bridge-lbr0
Follow the procedure using the steps in Installation for a Single Master or Installation for Multiple
Masters.
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OpenShift installation on virtual machines
• Overview
• Installing OpenShift Enterprise on VMs
• Installing OpenShift Enterprise on HPE DCN-resolved VMs

Overview
There are deployment scenarios where OpenShift is run on VMs. For example, there can be an IaaS
environment (like OpenStack) or simply a virtual environment where all the hosts are in the form of VMs. This
scenario gives the flexibility of deploying of hybrid application environments with both VMs and Containers/
Pods.

The RHEL VMs which are used as OpenShift Master or Nodes can be deployed using OpenStack or
deployed manually.

NOTE:

To avoid any conflict with the entities created by OpenShift monitor, deploy the RHEL VMs in a separate
HPE VSD Domain/Zone/Subnet.

HPE DCN Ansible installer can be used to install HPE VRS packages on the VMs. Ensure that the VRS VMs
are able to communicate with the VSC. The VSC can be the same as the one used for the VRS on the bare
metal hypervisors. When using bare metal hypervisors, resolve the OpenShift VMs by running the HPE VRS
running on the bare metal hypervisor resulting in double overlay deployments.

NOTE:

For the use case where the pod communicates with the VM, the VMs must be in the same domain as
the OpenShift pods.

Installing OpenShift Enterprise on VMs
To install OpenShift Enterprise on VMs, refer to the OpenShift Installation section of this document. Make
sure that the OpenShift masters can reach all nodes deployed as VMs.

Installing OpenShift Enterprise on HPE DCN-resolved VMs
While deploying pods on HPE DCN-resolved VMs running on bare metal hypervisors, the data traffic from the
pods is encapsulated twice. Therefore, the MTU on the pod must be decreased to accommodate multiple
VXLAN headers. For example, if the pod MTU is set to 1460, the VM MTU should be 1500, and the
hypervisor MTU should be 1540.

To set pod MTU using Ansible, refer to the configuration file mentioned in the Ansible installation.

Pod to VM communication with an HPE DCN domain
This workflow is used for connectivity between pods in a project and other VMs resolved in the HPE DCN
domain.
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Figure 6: Pod to VM communication

Pods to VM communication workflow

Prerequisites

• OpenShift pods and VMs are resolved in the same HPE DCN domain.
• VMs and pods can reside on the same or different compute resources.

Procedure

1. Resolve the already created VMs using bottom-up or split activation workflow.
2. To resolve OpenShift pods, go to the Detailed OpenShift workflows section and follow the steps in the

Developer or Operations workflow.
3. Ensure the VM and Pod zones that need to communicate with each other are put in the same HPE VSP

domain. Also ensure appropriate ACLs are enable to allow inter-zone communications.
4. If the outgoing and incoming routes are different for these packets, set the rp_filter option to "2" on the

interface that the hypervisor uses to reach the other hypervisors.
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Deploying application pods
• Developer workflow
• Operations workflow

Developer workflow
The nuage-openshift-monitor creates a zone and subnet for each project in the OpenShift cluster. Whenever
a pod is deployed in a project, it gets an IP from the corresponding subnet and a virtual port is created on the
HPE VSD.

Procedure

1. Deploy the sample hello-openshift pod. The openshift-origin repository can be cloned to get the hello-
pod.json.

oc create -f /$DIR/origin/examples/hello-openshift/hello-pod.json
2. Deploy the docker registry service in the default project.

oadm registry --config=/etc/origin/master/admin.kubeconfig
3. Deploy the OpenShift 3 Application Lifecycle Sample:

oc new-app -f origin/examples/sample-app/application-template-stibuild.json
• Creates a service
• Builds the following:

◦ Configuration
◦ Replication controller
◦ Deployment config
◦ The number of pods mentioned in the json for frontend and backend applications.

The applications can be seen in the following output. The Application Lifecycle Sample also creates a
route to the frontend service. Each frontend and backend pod goes through the various lifecycles
(prehook, posthook).

NOTE:

The following output is too wide and may not display correctly in the PDF format.
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Operations workflow
Procedure

1. Create a zone and subnet manually on the HPE VSD for pods deployed in the Operations workflow.
Deploy the sample hello-openshift pod by adding the HPE DCN-specific labels in the metadata section of
the json as shown.

{
    ”kind”: “Pod”,
    ”apiVersion”: “v1”,
    ”metadata”: {
        ”name" “pod-wf2”,
        ”creationTimeStamp”: null,
        ”labels”: {
            ”name" “pod-wf2”,
            _**”nuage.io/subnet”: “wf2_subnet”,**_
            _**"nuage.io/zone": "wf2_zone",**_
            _**"nuage.io/user": "admin",**_
            _**"nuage.io/policy-group": "wf2_policy-group"**_
    }
},
”spec”: {
    ”containers”: [
        {
            "name": "pod-wf2",
            "image": "openshift/hello-openshift",
            "ports": [
                {
                    "containerPort": 8080,
                    "protocol": "TCP"
                }
            ],
            "resources": {},
            "volumeMounts": [
                    {
                    "name":"tmp",
                    "mountPath":"/tmp"
                }
            ],
            "terminationMessagePath": "/dev/termination-log",
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            "imagePullPolicy": "IfNotPresent",
            "capabilities": {},
            "securityContext": {
                "capabilities": {},
                "privileged": false    
            }
        }
    ],
        "volumes": [
            {
                "name":"tmp",
                "emptyDir": {}
            {
        ],
        "restartPolicy": "Always",
        "dnsPolicy": "ClusterFirst",
        "serviceAccount": ""
    },
    "status": {}
}
Once the pod is deployed, a vPort can be seen resolved in the manually created zone (wf2_zone) and
subnet (wf2_subnet). With the policy-group label, the vPort also gets added to the policy group mentioned
provided it is already created on the VSD before deployment.

2. A Network Macro Group can be manually created on the VSD for services deployed in the Operations
workflow. Deploy the sample hello-openshift service by adding the HPE DCN-specific labels in the
metadata section of the json as shown below. The original json can be found in the openshift-origin repo.

{
    "kind": "List",
    "apiVersion": "v1",
    "metadata": {
        "name": "hello-service-complete-example"
    },
    "items": [
        {
            "kind": "Service",
            "apiVersion": "v1",
            "metadata": {
                "name": "hello-openshift",
                "labels": {
                    "name": "hello-openshift",
                    _**"nuage.io/private-service": "false",**_
                    _**"nuage.io/network-macro-group.name": "workflow-2-
manual"**_
                }
            },
            "spec": {
                "selector": {
                    "name": "hello-openshift"
                },
            "ports": [
                {
                "protocol": "TCP",
                "port": 27017,
                "targetPort": 8080
            }
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        ],
        "portalIP": "",
        "type": "ClusterIP",
        "sessionAffinity": "None"
    }
    },
    {
        "kind": "Route",
        "apiVersion": "v1",
        "metadata": {
            "name": "hello-openshift-route",
            "labels": {
                "name": "hello-openshift"
            }
        },
        "spec": {
            "host": "hello-openshift.example.com",
            "to": {
                "name": "hello-openshift-service"
            },
            "tls": {
                "termination": "edge"
            }
        }
    },
{
        "kind": "DeploymentConfig",
        "apiVersion": "v1",
        "metadata": {
            "name": "hello-openshift",
            "labels": {
                "name": "hello-openshift"
            }
        },
        "spec": {
            "strategy": {
                "type": "Recreate",
                "resources": {}
            }
            "triggers": [
                {
                    "type": "ConfigChange"
                }
            },
            "replicas": 3,
            "selector": {
                "name": "hello-openshift"
            },
            "template": {
                "metadata": {
                    "creationTimestamp": null,
                    "labels": {
                        "name": "hello-openshift"
                    }
                },
                "spec": {
                "containers": [
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                    {
                        "name": "hello-openshift",
                        "image": "openshift/hello-openshift:v1.0.6",
                        "ports": [
                            {
                                "name": "http",
                                "containerPort": 8080,
                                "protocol": "TCP"
                            }
                        ],
                        "resources": {
                            "limits": {
                            "cpu": "10m",
                            "memory": "16Mi"
                        }
                    },
                    "terminationMessagePath": "/dev/termination-log",
                    "imagePullPolicy": "IfNotPresent",
                    "capabilities": {},
                    "securityContext": {
                        "capabilities": {},
                        "privileged": false
                    },
                    "livenessProbe": {
                        "tcpSocket": {
                            "port": 8080
                        },
                            "timeoutSeconds": 1,
                            "initialDelaySeconds": 10
                        }
                    }
                        ],
                        "restartPolicy": "Always",
                        "dnsPolicy": "ClusterFirst",
                        "serviceAccount": ""
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    ]
}
Once the service is created, the network macro that is automatically created by nuage-openshift-monitor
gets added to the network macro group (workflow-2-manual) mentioned in the json. The network macro
group ID can also be used instead of the name in the json.
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Network Policy API

Network Policy API Support
HPE DCN Release 4.0R8 and later add support for the Kubernetes Network Policy API https://
kubernetes.io/docs/ user-guide/networkpolicies with OpenShift. Specifically the Policy API enables an
OpenShift cluster administrator to specify which group of pods can communicate with each other. The
grouping of pods is achieved via the use of labels while the network policy is specified in terms of a YAML file.

The pods and network policies can be created in any order and are independent of each other. When a
network policy is created, it is instantly applied to all the pods with the matching labels. Subsequently, when
new pods with labels get spawned after the creation of the network policy, the policy is applied to the new
pods with matching labels.

The labels attached to the pod are used to create HPE Policy Groups into which the vports of the pods are
added. While the policy rules mentioned in the policy YAML are implemented as ACLs on the HPE VSD.

These concepts can be understood with the following examples.

Example 1. Enable Intra-namespace Pod Communication
By default HPE enables all the pods in a namespace to communicate with each other. However this
functionality can be disabled using the HPE VSD and adding appropriate ingress and egress ACLs. The
following example assumes the blocking ACLs have been added using the HPE VSD.

Example json File - 1
hello-openshift-client.json
{
  "kind": "Pod",
  "apiVersion": "v1",
  "metadata": {
    "name": "hello-openshift-client",
    "creationTimestamp": null,
    "labels": {
      "name": "hello-openshift-client",
      "role": "client"
    }
  },
  "spec": {
    "containers": [
      {
        "name": "hello-openshift-client",
        "image": "openshift/hello-openshift",
        "ports": [
          {
            "containerPort": 8080,
            "protocol": "TCP"
          }
        ],
        "resources": {
        },
        "terminationMessagePath": "/dev/termination-log",
        "imagePullPolicy": "IfNotPresent",
        "capabilities": {},
        "securityContext": {
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          "capabilities": {},
          "privileged": false
        }
      }
    ],
    "restartPolicy": "Always",
    "dnsPolicy": "ClusterFirst",
    "serviceAccount": ""
  },
  "status": {}
}
Example json File - 2

hello-openshift-server.json
{
  "kind": "Pod",
  "apiVersion": "v1",
  "metadata": {
    "name": "hello-openshift-server",
    "creationTimestamp": null,
    "labels": {
      "name": "hello-openshift-server",
      "role": "server"
    }
  },
  "spec": {
    "containers": [
      {
        "name": "hello-openshift-server",
        "image": "openshift/hello-openshift",
        "ports": [
          {
            "containerPort": 8080,
            "protocol": "TCP"
          }
        ],
        "resources": {
        },
        "terminationMessagePath": "/dev/termination-log",
        "imagePullPolicy": "IfNotPresent",
        "capabilities": {},
        "securityContext": {
          "capabilities": {},
          "privileged": false
        }
      }
    ],
    "restartPolicy": "Always",
    "dnsPolicy": "ClusterFirst",
    "serviceAccount": ""
  },
  "status": {}
}
oc create -f hello-openshift-client.json
oc create -f hello-openshift-server.
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The above commands spawns sample hello-openshift client and server pods in the default namespace and if
a user tries to wget from the client pod to the server pod, the wget can fail. However the communication can
be enabled by specifying the following policy:

kind: NetworkPolicy
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
metadata:
  name: allow-tcp-8080
  Namespace: default
  labels:
    "nuage.io/priority": "100"
spec:
  podSelector:
    matchLabels:
      role: server
  ingress:
    - ports:
      - protocol: TCP
        port: 8080
      from:
        - podSelector:
            matchLabels:
              role: client
The network policy is created on Kubernetes using the following command:

oc create -f network-policy.yaml

The above command creates a policy group for the client pods and another policy group for the server.
Appropriate ACLs are added to enable the http communication between the two set of pods.

NOTE:

The priority for each of the network policy should be unique, as it maps to the ACL template priorities on
the HPE VSD. Also lower value of the priority implies a high priority in HPE DCN. For more information
on ACL priorities, see the “ACL Sandwich” section of the DCN User Guide.

Example 2. Enable Inter-namespace Pod Communication
oc new-project server
oc create -f hello-openshift-server.json

oc new-project client
oc create -f hello-openshift-client.json
By default HPE blocks all of the communication between pods across namespaces. As a result a “wget” to the
server pod in the server project from the client pod in the client project can fail. In order to enable the
communication between the two set of pods a network policy can be defined in a YAML as shown below:

---
kind: NetworkPolicy
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
metadata:
  name: allow-inter-ns-web-access
  namespace: server
  labels:
    "nuage.io/priority": "500"
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spec:
  podSelector:
    matchLabels:
      role: server
  ingress:
    - ports:
        - protocol: TCP
          port: 8080
      from:
        - podSelector:
            matchLabels:
              role: client
The network policy is created on OpenShift using the following command:

oc create -f network-policy.yaml
The above command creates the policy-groups (corresponding to the pod labels) and addition of appropriate
ACLs between them to facilitate the communication.

Example 3. Namespace Annotations
The HPE OpenShift solution also supports namespace annotations, which allow an administrator to block all
of the intra namespace communication by default when the isolation attribute for the namespace annotation is
set to DefaultDeny. The namespace annotation can be enabled using the following command:

oc annotate ns <namespace> "net.beta.kubernetes.io/network-policy={\"ingress\
˓→": {\"isolation\": \"DefaultDeny\"}}"
When the namespace is annotated, ingress and egress ACLs are added to the HPE DCN to block all of the
intra namespace communication. The namespace annotations for a namespace can be removed using the
following command.

oc annotate --overwrite ns <namespace> "net.beta.kubernetes.io/network-
˓→policy=-"
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Troubleshooting
Cause

• Stuck in ContainerCreating stage
• Unable to ping the OpenShift master or a public IP
• Docker registry pod fails to deploy due to issues in DNS
• Docker registry service is deleted and recreated
• OpenShift installation fails to deploy
• Verify the rules on the OpenShift nodes after Ansible installation

Openshift HA cluster installation fails
If the Openshift HA cluster installation fails with the following error, rerun the Ansible installer as done in the
beginning.

failed: [ovs-10.mvdcdev35.us.alcatel-lucent.com] (item=policy add-cluster-
˓→role-to-user cluster-reader system:serviceaccount:default:nuage) => {
"changed": false,
"cmd": [
"oc",
"adm",
"policy",
"add-cluster-role-to-user",
"cluster-reader",
"system:serviceaccount:default:nuage",
"--config=/tmp/openshift-ansible-gNgyWHo.kubeconfig"
],
"delta": "0:00:00.702908",
"end": "2016-10-23 18:01:04.446320",
"failed": true,
"failed_when_result": true,
"invocation": {
"module_args":
{ "_raw_params": "oc adm policy add-cluster-role-to-user cluster-reader
˓→system:serviceaccount:default:nuage --config=/tmp/openshift-ansible-
˓→gNgyWHo.kubeconfig", "_uses_shell": false, "chdir": null, "creates": null,
˓→"executable": null, "removes": null, "warn": true },
"module_name": "command"
},
"item": "policy add-cluster-role-to-user cluster-reader system:
˓→serviceaccount:default:nuage",
"rc": 1,
"start": "2016-10-23 18:01:03.743412",
"stderr": "Error from server: Operation cannot be fulfilled on rolebinding \
˓→"cluster-readers\": the object has been modified; please apply your
˓→changes to the latest version and try again",
"stdout": "",
"stdout_lines": [],
"warnings": []
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OpenShift HA Cluster Installation HA proxy config
In case of OpenShift HA install, Ansible removes the nuage-monitor-server HA proxy configuration from
the /etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg file on the lb node.

1. Add the following configuration at the end of haproxy.cfg file on the lb node:

frontend nuage-monitor-server
  bind *:9443
  default_backend nuage-monitor-server
  mode tcp
  option tcplog

backend nuage-monitor-server
  balance source
  mode tcp
  server master0 <master0 IP>:9443 check
  server master1 <master1 IP>:9443 check

2. Restart the service using command service haproxy restart and check the status service haproxy status -l.
Flushing iptables After Installation =====================================

With OpenShift 3.5, iptables are masked after the Ansible installation. HPE supports userspace proxy,
therefore, you need to flush the Iptables. To flush the IPtables, enter the following commands:

systemctl unmask iptables
service iptables restart
iptables -F
iptables -L

POSTROUTING rules for OSE
After the Ansible Install is done, check for POSTROUTING rules in the iptables -t nat -nvL which should look
like this:

packets, 360 bytes)
pkts bytes target     prot opt in     out     source               destination
0     0 MASQUERADE  all  --  *      svc-pat-tap  0.0.0.0/0            
0.0.0.0/0            mark match 0x2/0x3
0     0 MASQUERADE  all  --  *      svc-pat-tap  0.0.0.0/0            
0.0.0.0/0            mark match 0x3/0x3
113  8324 MASQUERADE  all  --  *      eth0    0.0.0.0/0            
0.0.0.0/0            mark match 0x2/0x3
If you do not see the above rules, restart Op[enSwitch.

Pod stuck in ContainerCreating stage
If a pod is stuck in ‘ContainerCreating’ stage, check the evsp-openshift.yaml for any configuration
errors.
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Docker Registry Pod stuck in Pending stage after Ansible
install

With the Nuage Installation of OSE 3.5 in HA configuration, it is noticed that the masters do not get listed as
nodes and are by default marked as unschedulable.

root@ovs-10 openshift-ansible]# oc get nodes
NAME                                    STATUS    AGE
ovs-1.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
ovs-2.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
ovs-3.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
ovs-4.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
ovs-5.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
ovs-6.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
ovs-7.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
ovs-8.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
ovs-9.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com   Ready     4d
Due to this issue, the docker registry and router pod are stuck in Pending stage as shown in the example.

[root@ovs-10 openshift-ansible]# oc get all
NAME                 REVISION   DESIRED   CURRENT   TRIGGERED BY
dc/docker-registry   1          0         0         config
dc/router            2          1         0         config

NAME                   DESIRED   CURRENT   READY     AGE
rc/docker-registry-1   0         0         0         2d
rc/router-1            0         0         0         3d
rc/router-2            0         0         0         2d

NAME                  CLUSTER-IP      EXTERNAL-IP   PORT(S)                   
AGE
svc/docker-registry   172.30.18.205   <none>        5000/TCP                  2d
svc/kubernetes        172.30.0.1      <none>        443/TCP,53/UDP,53/TCP     3d
svc/router            172.30.169.77   <none>        80/TCP,443/TCP,1936/TCP   3d

NAME                          READY     STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
po/docker-registry-1-deploy   0/1       Pending   0          2d
po/router-2-deploy            0/1       Pending   0          2d

[root@ovs-10 openshift-ansible]# oc describe pod router-3-deploy
Name:                     router-3-deploy
Namespace:                default
Security Policy:  restricted
Node:                     /
Labels:                   openshift.io/deployer-pod-for.name=router-3
Status:                   Pending
IP:
Controllers:              <none>
Containers:
deployment:
Image:    openshift3/ose-deployer:v3.5.5.5
Port:
Volume Mounts:
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/var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceaccount from deployer-token-vvgjl (ro)
Environment Variables:
KUBERNETES_MASTER:        https://ovs-10.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com:8443
OPENSHIFT_MASTER:         https://ovs-10.mvdcdev44.us.alcatel-lucent.com:8443
BEARER_TOKEN_FILE:        /var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceaccount/token
OPENSHIFT_CA_DATA:        -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

 -----END CERTIFICATE-----

OPENSHIFT_DEPLOYMENT_NAME:        router-3
OPENSHIFT_DEPLOYMENT_NAMESPACE:   default
Conditions:
Type              Status
PodScheduled      False
Volumes:
deployer-token-vvgjl:
Type:     Secret (a volume populated by a Secret)
SecretName:       deployer-token-vvgjl
QoS Class:        BestEffort
Tolerations:      <none>
Events:
FirstSeen LastSeen        Count   From                    SubObjectPath   
Type            Reason                  Message
--------- --------        -----   ----                    -------------   
--------        ------                  -------
52s               21s             7       {default-
scheduler }                    Warning         FailedScheduling        pod 
(router-3-deploy) failed to fit in any node
fit failure summary on nodes : CheckServiceAffinity (9), MatchNodeSelector (9)
Delete and redeploy the registry pod.

NOTE:

The OpenShift recommended solution is to mark the master as schedulable. But it is not listed in oc get
nodes when installation is done using HPE openshift-ansible. So it cannot be marked as schedulable.
Instead, follow the work around:

1. Delete the router dc, rc, pod, and svc and re-deploy using the following commands:

oc delete dc router; oc delete svc router; oc delete pod router-1-deploy 
oc delete dc docker-registry; oc delete svc docker-registry;oc delete pod 
docker-registry-1-deploy

oadm policy add-cluster-role-to-user cluster-reader 
system:serviceaccount:default:router

oadm router router –replicas=1 –service-account=router
2. Redeploy the docker-registry pod using the following command:

oadm registry –config=/etc/origin/master/admin.kubeconfig

NOTE:

Every time the registry is recreated, its service IP changes and you need to restart the
OpenShift master service.
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Unable to ping the OpenShift master or a public IP
If a pod deployed is unable to ping the OpenShift Master or a public IP like 8.8.8.8, check for the following:

• The bridge being used by Docker: When OpenShift is installed with the default redhat/OpenShift-sdn-
subnet plugin, it uses the lbr0 bridge. Once the nuage-vsp-openshift plugin is put in Docker, Docker may
get out of sync. Restart the Docker service or reboot the node to resync.

• Routes on the OpenShift Node: Make sure the svc-pat-tap routes and rules are added. If not a service
openvswitch restart should help.

Docker registry pod fails to deploy due to issues in DNS
When the Docker registry pod fails to deploy with a “dial i/o timeout,” it could be a DNS issue. Verify the
following:

• Make sure the OpenShift master when started is listening at 0.0.0.0:53 (in /var/log/messages). If not, there
is a port conflict that must be resolved.

• If the DNS is functioning fine, then check the iptables MASQUERADE rules. The Default must be present.
You can check using the command iptables -t nat -nvL. An “iptables-F’ and “iptables stop/start” followed by
an openswitch restart helps.

Docker registry service is deleted and recreated
If the Docker registry service is deleted and recreated, make sure the OpenShift master is restarted. Every
time the registry is recreated, its service IP changes and needs a restart of the atomic-OpenShift-master
service.

OpenShift installation fails to deploy
If the sample S2I application that comes with the OpenShift install fails to deploy, check the following:

• ruby-sample-build pod fails to pull image, stays stuck in the pulling stage, a node restart helps.
• ruby-sample-build pod gets stuck in pushing the image to the registry, delete all the ruby related images on

the docker registry and redeploy the pod/app.

Verify the rules on the OpenShift nodes after Ansible
installation

After the OpenShift nodes come up after the Ansible installation, perform the following steps to verify the rules
on the nodes.

Procedure

1. Check the rules on the nodes on a VRS by entering the following command:

ovs-appctl bridge/dump-flows alubr0 | grep table_id=4

The ideal output displays the following rules for OpenShift to function with the HPE DCN vsp-openshift
plugin:
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If the rules are missing from the OVS, and the output is shown as the following display, perform the
workaround provided in Step 2:

[root@ovs-1 ~]# ovs-appctl bridge/dump-flows alubr0 | grep table_id=4
table_id=4, duration=6697s, n_packets=7171, cookie:0x1 n_bytes=621164, 
priority=0,actions=resubmit(,5)
          

2. Perform the workaround on the primary controller for the rules to appear:

*A:Dut-H# configure vswitch-controller shutdown
*A:Dut-H# configure vswitch-controller no shutdown

HPE CNI logs
• Detailed logs for HPE CNI plugin can be found at /var/log/cni/nuage-cni.log
• Detailed logs for HPE CNI audit daemon can be found at /var/log/cni/nuage-daemon.log
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DCN support and other resources

Contacting HPE
For additional information or assistance, contact HPE Networking Support:

www.hpe.com/networking/support

Before contacting HPE, collect the following information:

• Product model names and numbers
• Technical support registration number (if applicable)
• Product serial numbers
• Error messages
• Operating system type and revision level
• Detailed questions

HPE security policy
A Security Bulletin is the first published notification of security vulnerabilities and is the only communication
vehicle for security vulnerabilities.

Procedure

1. Fixes for security vulnerabilities are not documented in manuals, release notes, or other forms of product
documentation.

2. A Security Bulletin is released when all vulnerable products still in support life have publicly available
images that contain the fix for the security vulnerability.

To find security bulletins:

• Go to the HPE Support Center website at www.hpe.com/go/hpsc.
• Enter your product name or number and click Go.
• Select your product from the list of results.
• Click the Top issues & solutions tab.
• Click the Advisories, bulletins & notices link.

To initiate a subscription to receive future HPE Security Bulletin alerts via email, sign up at:

www4.hpe.com/signup_alerts

Related information

Documents
To find related documents, see the HPE Support Center website:

www/hpe.com/support/manuals

• Enter your product name or number and click Go. If necessary, select your product from the resulting list.
• For a complete list of acronyms and their definitions, see HPE FlexNetwork Technology Acronyms.

Related documents

The following documents provide related information:
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• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking 3.2.R5 Release Notes

(Document Number: 5200-0182)
• HPE Distributed Cloud Network 3.2.R2 CloudStack Plugin User Guide

(Document Number: 5998-6918)
• HPE Distributed Cloud Network 3.2.R5 User Guide

(Document Number: 5200-0184)
• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking CMS Integration Guide - vCenter

(Document Number: 5998–6923)
• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking CMS Integration Guide – vCloud

(Document Number: 5998–6924)

Websites
• Official HPE Home page: www.hpe.com
• HPE Networking: www.hpe.com/go/networking
• HPE product manuals: www.hpe.com/support/manuals
• HPE download drivers and software: www.hpe.com/support/downloads
• HPE software depot: www.software.hpe.com
• HPE education services: www.hpe.com/learn
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Documentation feedback
HPE is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us improve the documentation,
send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). Include
the document title and part number, version number, or the URL when submitting your feedback.
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